Out of this World

Sullivan’s Island’s landmark dome house plays host to our spring fashion feature (see page 110)

Plus! Style icon Carolyne Roehm, Gal Meets Glam founder Julia Engel, family-friendly and fabulous design South of Broad, & keep-it-simple recipes from Chez Nous

“Always the height of style and taste, Carolyne admires greatness in all forms and aspires to it herself. To many she is like an elevated goddess, and yet her spirit is embracing, kind, occasionally naughty, and utterly of the earth.” (See page 126)
Neutral territory

The sculptural lines of the futuristic “Eye of the Storm” Dome House provide the perfect backdrop for spring’s streamlined silhouettes, simple patterns, and pared-down color palettes.

Photographs by Peter Frank Edwards

In Check

Hat: gingham “Eden” dress, $265 at Copper Penny; Kenneth Jay Lane polished silver drop wire earrings, $60 at Croghan’s Jewel Box; Schutz “Geisy” suede sandal in “toasted nut,” $180 at Shoes on King

Shot on location at the “Eye of the Storm House” on Sullivan’s Island; special thanks to Michael Royal of the Pareto Group

Styling by Quinn Sherman

Hair & Makeup by Deidre Outlaw
SUIT UP
Marysia “Suffolk Maillot,” $359 at Everything But Water; Brock Collection cotton “Olivo” button-up skirt, price upon request at RTW; Gretchen Scott sun hat, $19 at Gretchen Scott; Kendra Scott “Tenley” 14K gold plate cuff, $95 at Kendra Scott; Sam Edelman “Andy” leather slide in light gold, $90 at Shoes on King
IN HER ELEMENT

A.L.C. "Lia" wide-strap racerback top, $225 at Gwynn's of Mount Pleasant; Scotch & Soda tailored linen pants, $195 at Scotch & Soda; Vince "Westport" leather platform sandals, $225 at Shoes on King; Mona Assemi 14K gold plate statement earrings, $475 at Gwynn's of Mount Pleasant; Mazza Company 14K gold and moonstone ring with diamond accents, $3,450 at Croghan's Jewel Box
SUN-KISSED

J. McLaughlin "Callum" sweater, $188 at J. McLaughlin; Scotch & Soda striped shorts, $135 at Scotch & Soda; sunglasses, $14 at House of Sage; 18K gold and round brilliant-cut diamond ring, $2,397 at Sandler’s Diamonds & Time

FOUND TREASURES

(Top to bottom) Holst + Lee signature bangle in "black," $90 each at Out of Hand; Gurhan "Starlight" gold and diamond ring, $2,950 at Gwynn’s of Mount Pleasant; Anthony Lent 18K gold and diamond ring, price upon request at RTW; 18K gold and round brilliant-cut diamond ring, $2,397 at Sandler’s Diamonds & Time; David Yurman 18K gold "Pure Form" stack rings, $1,900 at REEDS Jewelers; Kendra Scott 14K gold "Tenley" cuff, $95 at Kendra Scott; Mazza Company 14K gold and moonstone bracelet, $4,600 at Croghan’s Jewel Box
GRAPHIC EFFECT
Laura Siegel silk "NUI" kimono tunic, $396 at Out of Hand; Jude Connally "Lucia Ponte" pant, $188 at Jude Connally; Sam Edelman "Delaney" suede block heel mule, $120 at samedelman.com; labradorite faceted bead necklace with gold accents, $3,340 at Croghan’s Jewel Box; Christina Jervey 14K gold-plate "Small Stick" earrings, $95 at Gwynn’s of Mount Pleasant

A STEP AHEAD
Milly "Kendall" asymmetrical dress in Italian cady, $495 at milly.com; Manolo Blahnik "Chaflahi" raffia sandal, price upon request at RTW; Christina Jervey 14K gold-plate "Mismatched Stick" earrings, $150 at Gwynn’s of Mount Pleasant
FINISHING TouchES
Thacker “Le Pouch” bag in “pearl,” $148 at Marit DeHart; Dolce Vita “Noree” suede heels in “olive green,” $170 at Shoes on King; Gretchen Scott woven beaded belt, $55 at Gretchen Scott; Betty Carré brushed silver bangles, $126 for set of 3 at Finn; Kendra Scott “Baleigh” pendant necklace in “ivory mother of pearl,” $95 at Kendra Scott; Karine Sultan “Fiji Reef” stud earrings, $48 at Croghan’s Jewel Box

NATURAL SELECTION
Mara Hoffman “Lola” top in “khaki,” $325 at Hampden Clothing; Olliesaven “kiki” mushroom-print silk skirt, $42 at House of Sage; Stuart Weitzman “Sum 207” strappy leather slides, $475 at Gwynn’s of Mount Pleasant; Elizabeth Locke 19K hammered gold and Venetian glass “Muse” bracelet, $11,950; and 14K gold and diamond earrings, $595, both at Croghan’s Jewel Box; custom 14K gold and diamond necklace with diamond flower clusters, price upon request at Diamonds Direct
GRIDLOCKED

Akris Punto cotton tunic blouse in “Nero-Crema,” $795 at Gwynn’s of Mount Pleasant; Jude Connally “Lucia Ponte” pant, $188 at Jude Connally; Betty Carre brushed silver bangles, $126 for set of 3 at Out of Hand; Kendra Scott “Terra” silver ring set, $70 at Kendra Scott; Bibi Lou braided black platform sandals, $130 at Shoes on King

FLIRTY FLAIR

Shoshanna “Sinead” knit dress, $398 at Berlin’s for Women; Single Stone “Cobblestone” diamond drop earrings, $14,000 at Croghan’s Jewel Box; David Yurman “Tides” sterling silver ring with pavé diamond plate, $2,600 at REEDS Jewelers
THE GILDED AGE

Peter Cohen silk wrap blouse and skirt, price upon request at RTW; Clergerie Paris "Abstract" leather heel in "Aigle de Ciel" 5375 at Gwynn’s of Mount Pleasant; Kendra Scott 14K rose gold plate "Diane" earrings, $130 at Kendra Scott; Ileana Campay 14K gold and moonstone bracelet, $4,000 at Cynthia Aoi; John Hardy "Classic Chain" hammer 18K gold and silver hinged bangle, $1,793 at REEDS Jewelers; Gurhan "Starlight" gold and diamond ring, $2,950 at Gwynn’s of Mount Pleasant; Anthony Lent 18K gold and diamond ring, price upon request at RTW.

WANT MORE?
Go behind the scenes via a video and photo gallery, see additional looks, and tour the house at charlestonmag.com/NeutralTerritory.